CURRICULUM PROPOSAL
(Expand the boxes as you need to if using this as an electronic file)
Title of Curriculum Proposal:
Your working context - Where do you work, what is your role, and how does this impact on
your curriculum proposal? (e.g. are there particular opportunities / restrictions / requirements to
comply with?)

Rationale - what evidence is there that this curriculum proposal is needed (e.g. results of SWOT
analysis; programme evaluation / monitoring data; OfSTED / other external reports; research;
labour market data; your own professional experience).

Planning - Provide at least three aims for your proposal, and at least 5 learning outcomes

Target group - who are your potential participants and why have you identified them?

Equality and Diversity; LLN / Functional skills; ICT - How will these items be embedded
/included in the programme concerned?

Accreditation / Funding: Will the programme be accredited? How will the curriculum proposal
and any associated resources be funded?

Quality assurance - What QA measures will be in place on the programme, and how do they
relate to your organisation?

Other notes you wish to add

Name:

_______________________________________________________________

College /
Organisation: ____________________________________________________________
Date:

_______________________________________________________________

CURRICULUM PROPOSAL
To be completed by a peer about another's Curriculum Proposal
(Expand the boxes as you need to if using this as an electronic file)
Participant Name:
Peer Name:
Curriculum models - which curriculum models do you feel are present in this proposal and
how have they influenced its design?

Innovation – where can you see innovation in this proposal?

Equality and diversity - How has equality and cultural been addressed in this proposal?

Functional Skills / LLN / ICT - How have functional skills / key skills / LLN / ICT been addressed
in the proposal?

Overall judgement - would you wish to accept this proposal? If so why, and if not why not?

